




























































































































































































































































































TALO（Text As Linguistic Object），TAVI（Text
 
As Vehicle for Information），TACO（Text As
 
Critical Object）である．












































































































TALO 言語の学習 統語構造や新出語句など 著者が優位
TAVI 情報を得る 情報 著者が優位
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On “Misreading Affected by Moral Values”of the Explanatory Texts:




This study examined the reading affected by the MRS (the Moral Reading Schema)as a
 
misreading affected by moral values in the explanatory texts in the context of CR. First, the
 
features and the problems of the reading inappropriately affected by the MRS were summarized.
Second,the differences of the viewpoints in the texts and of the usage of texts that are utilized
 
when we learn were summarized. Third, several concepts on the CR were summarized, the
 
importance of the CR in the context of the instructional activities for reading was noted,and the
 
relationship between the CR and the MRS-affected reading was discussed. Finally, the MRS
 
concept was reexamined, and the problems and the further implications for the instructional
 
activities for reading were discussed.
Keywords:the Explanatory Texts,Misreading Affected by Moral Values, the Moral Reading
 
Schema (MRS),the Critical Reading (CR),the MRS-Affected Reading.
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